Student Art from Mongolia

Grades 9-12

OneWorld Classrooms
P. Jaegi

"Mongolian ger skeleton"
Bayarmaa

"Untitled"
T. Purvee  "Ходолмур"
Фото: автобус "ГУЧ"
Javzanpagma
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Javzanpagma  "Ha Ha Ha"
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“My father”
T. Oyunnaran

"Our"
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Ав жаргон гэж...
"Funny"
И. Нарын

"A day in the fountain"
"playing children"
И. Нарал "Ээ ний хээ"
N. Harpa

"interesting hobby"
Hello. My name is Bayarmaa.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Mongolian-Turkish School.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows two of my old classmates taking pictures of the birds that live at our town's local monastery.

Hello. My name is Jaagii.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Erdenet aimag Center.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows a couple out at night.

Hello. My name is Jaagii.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Erdenet aimag Center.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows the different pieces we use to build our home. They are easy to take apart and move because many Mongolian people are nomads.

Hello. My name is Jaagii.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Erdenet aimag Center.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows my sister pretending to be a model. Behind her is the friendship monument between Russia and Mongolia.

Hello. My name is Jaagii.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Erdenet aimag Center.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows children playing and talking inside of the ger yard. These homes are about 10 km outside of the city.
Hello. My name is Javzanpagma. 
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Mongolian-Turkish School.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows what old mongolian trucks look like. This blue vehicle was made in 1980. We need very big and strong cars for mongolian roads.

Hello. My name is Bayarmaa.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Mongolian-Turkish School.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows my cousin with a poster of Santa Clause. It's funny because most mongolians don't know about Santa or the holiday of Christmas.

Hello. My name is Purvee.
I'm in 9th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Erdenet Aimag Center.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows two women selling fruits and vegetables. We can't grow these items so they get them from China.

Hello. My name is Javzanpagma.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Mongolian-Turkish School.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows what a really nice mongolian classroom looks like. We write many notes during our lessons but sometimes we get distracted.

Hello. My name is Bayarmaa.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Mongolian-Turkish School.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows a typical mongolian child. They must wear many layers of clothes to stay warm.

Hello. My name is Purvee.
I'm in 9th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Erdenet Aimag Center.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows my sister with a broom inside the fence of mongolia's national home. geer. There is lots of wood that must be chopped to go in the fire.
Hello. My name is Oyunnaran.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in School #8.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows my city's main market. Mongolian winters get very cold, so we can only grow carrots, onions, potatoes, garlic and cabbage.

Hello. My name is Oyunnaran.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in School #8.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows my mother sewing things. She is very talented with her old sewing machine and can make many things.

Hello. My name is Oyunnaran.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in School #8.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows the sunset behind my city's forest. The mountains and trees here are very beautiful.

Hello. My name is Javzanpagma.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Mongolian-Turkish School.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows typical playground equipment for Mongolian children. We really love to be outside, laughing together.

Hello. My name is Javzanpagma.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Mongolian-Turkish School.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows one of my classmates during our class picnic. Mongolian spring is windy, so she was trying to stay warm.

Hello. My name is Javzanpagma.
I'm in 11th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Mongolian-Turkish School.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows my father and his truck. He is a driver for our city's copper mine.
Hello. My name is Naraa.
I'm in 10th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Erdenet Aimag Center.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.

This picture shows children on a playground. We have many games in Mongolia, so our playground equipment has them, too.

Hello. My name is Naraa.
I'm in 10th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Erdenet Aimag Center.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.

This picture shows my classmate playing guitar. Many mongolian people are very talented with singing, dancing, and playing musical instruments.

Hello. My name is Tuvandulam.
I'm in 12th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in music school.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.

This picture shows a typical mongolian vegetable seller. This was outside our town's main building. All mongolians buy and eat these vegetables.

Hello. My name is Naraa.
I'm in 10th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Erdenet Aimag Center.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.

This picture shows the fountain in the center of my town. During spring and summer, many children like to play there.

Hello. My name is Naraa.
I'm in 10th grade.
My teacher's name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Erdenet Aimag Center.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.

This picture shows my mother making traditional mongolian food called buuz. It is flour filled with mutton and onions.
Hello. My name is Jayzandulam.
I’m in 12th grade.
My teacher’s name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Muse School.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows a chalk drawing competition for children. The drawings show Mongolian national home, ger, and other parts of Mongolian life.

Hello. My name is Jayzandulam.
I’m in 12th grade.
My teacher’s name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Muse School.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows a girl and mother shop worker. They sell many items inside our local market. I really liked all the colors.

Hello. My name is Ayunnaran.
I’m in 11th grade.
My teacher’s name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in school # 8.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows my friends crossing one of the main roads in my town. It is sometimes a very busy and dangerous street for walkers.

Hello. My name is Jayzandulam.
I’m in 12th grade.
My teacher’s name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Muse School.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows mongolian children playing football. They are all trying very hard to get the ball. Mongolian boys are very good at football.

Hello. My name is Jayzandulam.
I’m in 12th grade.
My teacher’s name is Kim Bogardus.
I study in Muse School.
I live in Erdenet, Mongolia.
This picture shows a typical water well in Mongolia. We bring plastic barrels and fill them up a few times per week. 11 liters of water is 20 Tugrik; my country’s money.